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News

We have joined the YMCA 
Downslink Group’s 
Membership Movement

We have joined the YMCA Downslink 
Group’s Membership Movement

Due to the impact of Covid-19, the 
numbers of young people in crisis and 
seeking support have escalated. YMCA 
YAC (Youth Advice Centre) in Brighton 
& Hove supports 1,700 young people 
in crisis every year. 

It provides support and advice 
on housing, mental health, abuse, 
exploitation, bullying, finance…. 
everything a young person in crisis 
would need.

 

Accessing deceased loved 
ones’ online data becomes 
a little easier

Access denied
When a loved one dies, how can you gain 
access to their digital legacy – their data and 
photos, documents and important records? 
On top of everything else that has to be dealt 
with after a death, Apple users have found 
their access denied until a grant of probate 
and a court order is produced – Apple’s 
requirements before opening the doors.

A step in the right direction
Finally, after years of campaigning by users, 
Apple have announced a new programme 
called Digital Legacy that will allow a 
nominated person to the deceased’s Apple 
account. You will still need to produce a 
death certificate and request an access  
key, and you will not gain full sight of the 
plethora of information that Apple may  
hold on an individual user, but is a step in  
the right direction.

As with so many aspects of living in a 
digital age, legislation has not kept pace 
with our increased use of technology. But 
as more high-profile cases are reported 

and campaigning keeps up the pressure it 
appears we may now be moving towards 
more clarity and regulation.

What you can do
This demonstrates the importance of 
thinking about what should happen to your 
digital assets in the event of your death. How 
can you best allow access and to whom? 
How do you navigate the restrictions which 
some organisations (such as Apple) place 
on access to deceased accounts? Digital 
access planning has become a key part 
of estate planning and regarded with the 
same level of conscientiousness.

Talk to us
Digital access can be a grey area for many 
people and very much an unknown quantity. 
Please call Emma Weir 
or any member of our 
Private Client Team 
on 01273 324041 
to discuss, without 
obligation, if you have  
any questions.



News and Views Nick Evans –  
29 years at 
Griffith Smith

‘In my office there is an 
indenture in two parts (each 
cut in half to match the other) 
dealing with the sale and purchase of 47 Old Steyne and 
dated 13th November 1895. The seller was the Reverend 
Henry Wagner who was the vicar of Brighton. The buyer 
was Henry Griffith . Henry Griffith established the firm 
a few years earlier in 1881. It became the firm’s main 
office for the next 140 years. There were also offices in 
London, Henfield, Woodingdean, Southwick (briefly) and 
latterly Hassocks.

When I joined the firm was a very different place. Accounts 
(known as “cash room”) was in the basement which was 
affectionately referred to as “the pit”. The office was very 
formal with great lunches for clients in the boardroom and 
partners meetings with wine and beer. Many still smoked! 
Secretaries still took shorthand. Nobody ever came to work 
on a bike and long lunches were common.  The office had 
resident caretakers who lived in a cottage at the rear. The 
partners  had new cars which were professionally cleaned at 
least once a month.

We also had sprawling offices in East Street above what was 
then a department store called Hanningtons. There will still 
be a few staff who remember those offices. We closed those 
offices in 2006 and moved into our current office in Barts, 
which we had fitted out for us and which we still occupy 
today.

Looking back I much prefer the more relaxed atmosphere 
of modern day law firms to the rather stuffy hierarchical 
firm I originally joined. Many of the partners then wanted 
no change to anything. They liked the formality and 
hierarchy. Many would have struggled with modern business 
practice and the pace of change to everything, from client 
expectations to increasing regulation and price pressure.

The firm has changed enormously since then and it will 
continue to change. It will need to evolve and adapt. I for 
one think this is both good and commercially sound. We 
shouldn’t be scared of change. It is necessary in business 
and in life.

I have very much enjoyed my career with the firm but now is 
the right time for me to move on. I don’t regard it as retiring 
at all. Quite the opposite – a new freedom and a new chapter 
in life’s journey’.

Nick Evans

New team members join the firm

Hannah Potter 
Hannah specialises in Private Client.

Hannah completed her law degree at the 
University of Sussex in 2017, graduating 
with a first. In July 2020 she completed the 
LPC and has been undertaking her CILEX 
qualification. She is due to qualify as a Legal  
Executive in Winter 2021, with the intention to then  
cross-qualify as a solicitor.

We are delighted to announce that Hannah Potter, 
Paralegal has joined the team.

Chris Gleeson 
Chris joined Griffith Smith in 2020 and 
works in the commercial team. He 
specialises in corporate, commercial, and 
commercial property matters, including 
business purchases and sales, company 
documentation such as shareholder agreements 
and trading T&Cs, and commercial leases and lending. Chris also 
has experience in intellectual property related matters.

We are delighted to announce that Chris Gleeson, 
Solicitor has joined the team.

Paul Harrington 
Paul covers all aspects of property Litigation 
and also Commercial Litigation.

Paul has always loved to simply help people 
so as to put them in a position to try and 
resolve and importantly identify their problems 
and find a way forward for them.

We are delighted to announce that Paul Harrington, 
Property/Commercial Litigator has joined the team.

We are delighted to announce that Andy Jones,  
Finance Director has joined the team.

Andy Jones
Andy started his career at Shoosmiths in 
2004 as a legal cashier before moving to 
Biscoes Solicitors in 2012. He then moved to 
The Owen Kenny Partnership in 2013 where 
he moved up to Finance Director, before 
leaving in 2020 to become a Finance Business 
Partner with The Royal Navy at Naval Command HQ. In 2021 
he came back into the world of legal finance as Finance Director 
here at Griffith Smith LLP.
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Cladding – a continuing nightmare

On 14 June 2017 the horror of Grenfell 
occurs, putting fire safety in high-rise 
buildings in the spotlight, in particular the 
safety (or otherwise) of certain types of 
modern cladding materials.

You really want now to sell as, apart from 
safety issues, it is time to move on with 
your life. You have heard that you require 
an External Wall System Survey (a so called 
“EWS1”) to include with the conveyancing 
documentation to show that your building 
is safe, but your managing agent tells you 
that because of the way the building and the 
external cladding and balconies have been 
constructed, you cannot obtain one. Your 
building has been deemed to be a fire risk 
as the cladding falls within the definition of 
“unsafe” for the purposes of an EWS1.

You then receive a note from your managing 
agent advising that the cost of replacing 
the cladding and making it safe will be 
£600,000.00.  You are in contact with the 
other flat owners via a WhatsApp group 
that you formed, and you know that you 
have all approached your respective 
mortgage lenders to see if you can borrow 
the amounts required to fund the work. 
However, one of the obstacles to being able 
to do so is the requirement to obtain an 

EWS1. Some of your neighbours have also 
tried to sell their flats. Unfortunately, they too 
have been asked to provide an EWS1.

Sadly, this is not an unusual situation and 
it is occurring across the country. I have 
experienced it at first hand, and witnessed 
the despair felt by flat owners faced with the 
unaffordable cost of repair and the absence 
of support from government.

Even if flat owners try to obtain an EWS1 in 
circumstances where their building is likely 
to “pass”, there are not sufficient numbers 
of suitably qualified surveyors to handle the 
volume of work that needs to be carried out.
And although an EWS1 is not a statutory 
requirement, mortgage lenders have made 
an EWS1 a mandatory element of their 
lending criteria.

On 21 November 2020 an agreement was 
reached between RICS UK Finance, building 
societies and government to the effect that 
an EWS1 is not required for buildings that 
did not have cladding. This looked like a 
reprieve for many flat owners. However, 
new guidance from RICS issued on 8 
March 2021 states that an EWS1 should 
be obtained for buildings of any height that 
have high pressure laminate (HPL) cladding 

Imagine the following scenario. You buy a flat in a 10 year old block in May 2017. The 
block is comprised of 12 flats arranged over five storeys. It has balconies and attractive 
cladding that makes it look a cut above other similar buildings in the area. 

How would you 
like to receive  

your Newsletter?

You can receive your bi-annual 
newsletter via post or email 
and for those who prefer a 
large print format – you just 

need to let us know! 

To find out more, please 
contact our Marketing 

Executive, Vicky King on 
v.king@griffithsmith.co.uk

and those of five storeys or higher with 
combustible cladding and linked balconies.
The nightmare therefore continues for many 
flat owners. Although promises have been 
made that there will be more surveyors 
trained to carry out EWS1 surveys, there is a 
very significant and continuing backlog, not 
to mention the enormous difficulties faced by 
flat owners in buildings that “fail” the EWS1 
survey and require expensive (and  
often unaffordable) 
remedial works.

Contact Paul on 
p.harrington@
griffithsmith.co.uk to 
discuss further.
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You should not take or refrain from any action in reliance on anything contained in 
this newsletter. If you wish to discuss a particular matter or would like some general 
advice, please contact us. 

Authorised and Regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority

Griffith Smith Financial Management Ltd is an appointed representative of North Laine 
Financial Management Ltd which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority.

47 Old Steyne, Brighton, E. Sussex, BN1 1NW
01273 324041  brighton@griffithsmith.co.uk

Brighton - 
Old Steyne

32 Keymer Road, Hassocks, W. Sussex, BN6 8AL
01273 843405  hassocks@griffithsmith.co.uk

Hassocks

www.griffithsmith.co.uk     
01273 324041

www.griffithsmithfm.co.uk      
01273 525489

Steve Mackie and the Financial Management 
Team are based in the West Wing of our  
Old Steyne offices and can be reached on  
01273 525489. They would be happy to meet 
for a free initial consultation at any of  
our branches.  

Griffith Smith Financial Management Ltd is delighted to welcome Sam 
Jermy to the team. Sam joins Steve Mackie as a Chartered Financial 
Planner, and co-Director of the financial planning business and brings 
with him a wealth of advisory experience and technical investment 
and tax planning expertise. Sam will also join the firm’s Investment 
Committee and assist in the development of our in-house investment 
proposition and in particular our Sustainable portfolio strategy.

Steve Mackie, Director, commented “We are very excited to 
have Sam within the newly expanded team. This will enable us to 
further strengthen the firm’s tax planning and investment service 
to our financial planning clients. Sam brings an enviable repertoire 
of investment expertise and Inheritance Tax planning skills to the 
business and will be a great asset to the firm in the next chapter of its 
development.”

The expansion of the team at GSFM has come at a time when 
more and more people are seeking the help of professional financial 
advisers. The impact of the pandemic on people’s lives and work 
patterns has led many to re-evaluate what is important to them in 
life.   Many have prioritised health and welfare, making sure that their 
families are protected and their estates are in order.  This has led to 
an increase in intergenerational planning work by the team, helping 
our clients transfer wealth within their families in a timely and tax 
efficient manner.
 
Helping clients plan for retirement has also been a core area of 
work for GSFM.  Whether early retirement is the ultimate goal or 
perhaps a complete change in career direction, the assistance of a 
Chartered Financial Planner can be hugely beneficial.  Sam explains, 

“by gaining a full understanding of a client’s financial position and 
future aspirations, we can build them a financial plan that will provide 
awareness, insight and direction.  It is a privilege to be able to help 
our clients strive to achieve their personal life goals whilst adapting to 
life’s inevitable twist and turns”.

Finance Update

Jade Paine wins  
a STEP award –  
a name to watch 
out for in the 
years ahead

STEP is the global professional association for those 
advising families across generations. Their mission is to 
inspire confidence in families planning their assets across 
generations by setting and upholding high professional 
standards, informing public policy, promoting education,  
and connecting practitioners globally to share knowledge 
and best practice.

STEP runs these awards to recognise the top scoring 
students at distinction level in each of the STEP 
qualifications worldwide each year and Jade is the recipient 
of the following award;

STEP Advanced Certificate in Administration of 
Estates (England & Wales)

Take a look at this year’s winners here; https://excellence.
step.org/Winners

STEP advise “The individuals 
listed here represent the best and 
the brightest practitioners – many 
of whom will be names to watch 
out for in the years ahead.”


